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Products Oil Retail

We operate in three business areas



OUR 
CUSTOMERS   
reduced their 
GHG emissions

by 6.7 million tons 
with our renewable 

products

WE INVEST,
70% of our R&D 

budget on finding 
new raw materials 

WE ARE 5,000 
dedicated 

professionals 
committed to 

our vision 

WE REACHED 
983 M€  

profit of which  
46% came from our 

renewables

Driven by our vision

*Figures at year end of 2016.



Innovation
Innovation is at the core 
of our business. We strive to create 
cleaner solutions for the future.



• NEXBTL technology allows the use of almost any 
waste fat or vegetable oil in the production of 
renewable diesel

• Raw materials include, e.g. waste animal fat, 
waste fish fat, waste and residues from vegetable 
oil processing, as well as technical corn oil

• In 2015, Neste produced enough renewable diesel 
from waste and residue to power 2.1 million cars 
for a year

From waste to fuel

Case



Renewable Products



Blended with gasoline

Biofuels in traffic
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Blended with diesel

Ethanol HVO 
= Renewable diesel

FAME 
= Biodiesel

Can be added to fossil fuel
up to 0–10%

Can be added to fossil diesel
up to 0–7%

Can be added to fossil diesel
up to 0–100% 

Corn, cereal, sugars
Waste and residue fats from food processing 

as well as vegetable oils



Renewable
raw materials



Broad range of renewable raw materials

Neste uses bio-based ethanol from the global market as a bio-component in 95 E10 and 98 E5 gasolines.
The company also uses tall oil pitch at its refinery in Naantali, Finland.

Animal fat from 
food industry waste

Fish fat from fish 
processing waste

Vegetable oil processing
waste and residues
(e.g. PFAD, PES, SBEO)

Technical
corn oil

Used 
cooking oil

Crude palm oil Camelina oil Jatropha oilRapeseed oil Soybean oil



The world's 
largest producer 
of waste-based 

renewable diesel

Expansion 
outside 

traffic fuels, 
20% of our 

renewables’ sales 
volume by 2020

Constantly 
searching for 
new and even 

lower quality raw 
materials

Global Renewable Growth



 

From low quality raw material to 
 high quality products

The share of 
waste and residues 

is almost

80% 
of our renewable 

raw materials

We are the world’s 
number

1
renewable diesel 
provider with the 

capacity of 2.6 million 
tons

Neste MY Renewable Diesel 
reduced GHG emissions by 

the amount equaling 
annual emissions of

2.4
million 

passenger cars



Cleaner 
fuels 

on the 
roads

Low-sulfur 
bunker 

fuel 
at seas

Renewable 
jet fuel in 

the air

Renewable 
solutions 

for 
chemicals 
industry

R&D, Innovation, 
Growth



 

We cannot change the 
past. But by making 
responsible choices 
now, we can change 
the future. 

Are you in?



 

I cannot change the 
threat landscape. But by 
making enough security 
testing, the risk can be 
minimized. 

Are you in?



Security audits, a part of standard development
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The Hybrid Operational Environment for Security Testing

 

OT IT
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OT

The Operational Technology Security Testing process - FAT
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OT

The Operational Technology Security Testing process - SAT
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IT

The Information Technology Security 
Testing process - Traditional model
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IT

The Information Technology Security 
Testing process - Advanced model
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The key difference 
between the traditional 
and advanced model 
in IT Security testing?
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5 Days

One Week
One Month 2-3 Months

2 Days

Difference between the traditional and advanced model



The rise of Audit robotics

• Hype or reality?
• Analytical software
• Role of auditing is changing 

      in the digital operating space
• Innovation plays a more vital role
• Speed 
• Cost efficiency
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We have a 
new need for 
SaaS service

A data 
analysing 

service

What type of 
SaaS service?

That requires 
a security 

audit

How long 
does it take? 
We’ll go live 

asap

5 days and 
you have the 

results

A typical need from the business



Audit

Audit

Audit

Audit

End

Security testing lifecycle view

Start

IT Audits

OT FAT / SAT

Lifecycle
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The rapid changes in 
the threat landscape 
affecting both IT and 
OT environments!



Security Audits - What we do want to test - A Security 
assurance

"Security audits can be considered as supporting activities for a 
comprehensive security assurance program in an organisation, this is 
the case with Neste Corporation. A business-driven security assurance 
program provides evidence to management that information risks are 
being managed effectively.
 
Information security assurance sets the goals on ongoing basis whereas 
information security audit (e.g. system, network or business 
application) Is a snapshot at a point in time. A snapshot still supports 
the security assurance effectively."
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Many stakeholders really don’t 
understand the security audit´s 
potential to the fullest 
but in a rapid evolving 
threat landscape the 
audit is the biggest 
hammer in the security 
toolbox



Q & A


